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Abstract— This study presents a novel apprenticeship learn-
ing method to enable a learner to utilize demonstrations
observed in an incompatible feature space. It is assumed that
an expert and a learner follow non-identical Markov decision
processes (MDPs), and a mapping function is estimated to
obtain feature expectation of the demonstrations in an agent
space. A conditional density estimation technique is used to
represent the feature expectation in closed-form. The proposed
method is useful because it is expected to alleviate intractable
processes to explicitly specify correspondence of heterogeneous
MDPs for apprenticeship learning. Additionally, the method
does not require any sampling method to approximate integrals
over an agent feature space. A simulation is used to demonstrate
the validity of the proposed method in three domains in which
it is not possible to directly compare the features of the expert
and learner.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [1] is actively studied as a

tool for the development of a fully autonomous and adaptive

robot control system. Specifically, RL is a general framework

to learn control policy from collected experience obtained

from interaction between a robot and its environment. The

objective of RL involves maximizing the expected cumula-

tive reward signal that is received by the robot as a conse-

quence of each decision made by the robot. The effectiveness

of RL for robotic control problems is demonstrated in large

studies [2], [3], [4].

Although RL has favorable characteristics with respect to

robotics, open problems persist for practical use scenarios.

A fundamental problem involves the design of a reward

function that encodes a task given to the robot. Typically, a

reward function is specified by manual coding. The design of

the reward function strongly affects learning performance of

the robot. Therefore, the provision of an appropriate reward

function is a cumbersome task for a designer. Extant research

proposed potential solutions to the fore-mentioned problem

by developing Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) and

Apprenticeship Learning (AL) [5], [6], [7]. RL learns policy

based on a reward function. Conversely, IRL estimates a

reward function based on observed demonstrations of experts

in which the experts are assumed to know (nearly) optimal

policy for the given task. The objective of an AL framework

is to recover the policy of an expert. In order to recover the

policy, an AL agent first estimates a reward function using

IRL and then learns policy by using a forward RL procedure

with the estimated reward function. AL has particularly use-

ful properties for robotic control problem, and we consider an
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extremely useful advantage of using AL is its generalization

capability.

In [6], Abbeel stated that a reward function is “the most

succinct, robust, and transferable definition of the task.”

Direct imitation learning methods mimic policy. In contrast,

AL abstracts the demonstration as a reward function (that

is analogous to the intention of an expert). The policy

is then crystallized using forward RL based on a robot’s

experience. Hence, the policy is re-constructed via the ex-

perience of the robot instead of observations of the expert

itself. The property leads to remarkable capability with AL

since it enables the robot to generalize its policy to regions

in which demonstrations are not observed. Currently, the

fore-mentioned advantage is enhanced as an extension to

incomplete and noisy demonstrations [8], [9].

In this study, another challenge is considered to generalize

the AL framework. It is assumed that a feature observed

from an expert and a feature used to represent the estimated

reward function are not identical. In this case, it is not

possible to directly apply most IRL procedures such as

feature matching [6]. Discrepancy in features often appears

if dynamics or environment of an expert and a robot are not

identical. This is almost always applicable with respect to the

imitation learning of human behavior by robots. Generally, a

system designer is required to create a handcrafted common

feature to overcome a discrepancy by intuition. However,

this potentially limits AL applications to only carefully pre-

specified tasks.

Fig. 1 depicts an illustrative example of discrepancy of

features that arises from a difference in body structures of the

robots. As is widely known, a bottleneck of RL in robotics

corresponds to learning speed. This is mainly due to the

difficulty in collecting relevant samples with respect to a

specific robot and a specific environment. Thus, a reward

function is important in enabling efficient exploration. The

present study focuses on eliminating the fore-mentioned AL

limitation.

A novel AL procedure is proposed in this study to alleviate

the limitation. A conditional density estimation technique

is utilized for the feature matching framework. Feature

expectation of demonstrations is represented in a learner’s

feature space by estimating the conditional density of an

expert’s feature in the learner’s feature space. The reward

function is then estimated by using IRL. Finally, forward RL

is used to learn policy from the estimated reward function.

The validity of the proposed method is verified through

simulations in three domains. The results indicated that

the proposed method is useful because it is simple and

computationally efficient. Hereinafter, the term “agent” is
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(a) Generalization of policy in AL

(b) Discrepancy in feature space

Fig. 1: The objective of robots involves controlling joint

angles as specified in the figure. (a) A learner possesses

a scaled-up body of an expert and holds an object with

its end effector. However, an expert can transfer its reward

function if they share a feature with the learner such as e.g.
angular information of corresponding joints. The learner then

can convert the reward function into its localized policy. (b)

An illustrative example of discrepancy in features due to

differences in the body structure. It is not possible to apply

IRL without a carefully designed relevant feature.

used to denote a learner of AL instead of a robot.

II. PRELIMINARIES

It is assumed that the problem in the study is formalized

as a Markov decision process (MDP) that is represented by

a tuple (S,A, T,R, d0, γ). Specifically, S denotes a set of

states; A denotes a set of actions; T (s, a, s′) = Pr(st+1 =
s′|st = s, at = a) denotes a transition probability from a

state s ∈ S to the next state s′ ∈ S under action a; R denotes

the reward function; d0 denotes an initial state distribution;

and γ ∈ [0, 1) denotes a discount rate. A stochastic policy

π(s, a) : S × A �→ [0, 1] assigns a probability of selecting

an action a in state s. The objective of RL is to obtain

an optimal policy π∗ that maximizes the expected return

E[
∑∞

t=0 γ
tR(st, at)|d0, π, T ], i.e., the value function V π(s).

The objective of IRL is to estimate a reward function

based on expert demonstrations. Therefore, MDP without a

reward function MDP\R is assumed. The reward function is

represented by a linear combination of a parameter vector θ
and a feature vector. A feature vector of the expert is denoted

by x ∈ R
dX , and a feature vector of the agent is denoted

by y ∈ R
dY . The estimate of the reward function is then

represented as follows: R̂(s, a) :=
∑dY

i=1 θiyi(s, a), where

yi and θi denote the ith element of y and θ, respectively.

The expected feature under policy π is denoted as follows:

yπi = E[
∑∞

t=0 γ
tyi(st, at)|d0, π, T ]. This notation simplifies

the value function; V π(s) =
∑dY

i=1 θiy
π
i (s, a).

III. METHOD

It is assumed that the reward function is estimated by

IRL based on feature matching, which is potentially the

most common framework used in extant literature. First,

conditional density estimator of y given x is trained using

paired samples. Second, feature expectation in an agent’s

feature space is estimated using demonstrations observed in

an expert’s feature space. The feature expectation is used to

estimate the reward function by IRL. Finally, policy is re-

covered from the estimated reward function by implementing

forward RL.

A. Feature Matching in AL

A summary of feature matching in AL is first presented.

As stated above, it is assumed that a reward function is

represented by a linear combination of θ and x and that

the value function can then be represented by θ and an

expectation of features. A constraint is imposed in feature

matching as follows:

‖θTxπE − θTxπ‖ ≤ ε, (1)

where xπE denotes the expected feature observed from the

policy of an expert πE , and ε ∈ R+ denotes a margin

between the two value functions. xπE is often given in

terms of an empirical estimate. The parameter vector θ
is optimized under the constraint in eq.(1) to match the

observed behavior of the expert (πE) and the agent (π). The

formulation evidently relies on the assumption that the expert

and agent share the same feature space. The assumption is

relaxed, and it is assumed that the feature of the expert

x ∈ X is not compatible with that of the agent y ∈ Y .

One of the simplest approaches to handle the incompati-

bility of features involves mapping the feature of the expert

x into the feature space of the agent Y . Our objective then is

to obtain ŷ := E
p(y)

[y] from a set of observed demonstrations

{x1, · · · ,xn}.

B. Conditional Density Estimation

It is not possible to obtain the feature expectation in an

agent feature space ŷ in the problem stated in the present

study because the demonstrations are given in the expert

feature space. As opposed to using an empirical estimate

of an expert’s feature expectation as a usual IRL, it is

marginalized as follows:

ŷ =

∫
yp(y)dy

=

∫∫
yp(y|x)p(x)dxdy. (2)

Additionally, p(y|x) is estimated by using some paired

samples {xc
i ,y

c
i }nc

i=1. It is assumed that the paired samples
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are given a priori and assumed as relevant irrespective of the

given tasks 1.

A Least-Squares Conditional Density Estimation

(LSCDE) [10] is used as an estimator of conditional density

p(y|x). LSCDE does not directly estimate conditional

density. It estimates density ratio ρ(x,y) of p(x,y) to

p(x) as opposed to naively estimating p(x,y) and p(x) as

follows:

ρ(x,y) :=
p(x,y)

p(x)

= p(y|x). (3)

The estimation of the density ratio enables the avoidance

of large errors in the ratio obtained from a naively es-

timated p(x,y) and p(x). As is known, naive standard

density estimation techniques [11] tend to be unreliable and

especially in the case of a high dimensional problem. The

conditional density is approximated by a linear combination

of parameters α ∈ R
b and basis functions φ : X × Y → R

b

as follows:

ρ̂α(x,y) := αTφ(x,y). (4)

It should be noted that ρ̂α corresponds to the value that is not

normalized. Please refer to [10] for more details on LSCDE.

Next, an estimate of the feature expectation is derived in an

agent feature space by using LSCDE.

C. Feature Expectation in Agent Feature Space

The estimated density ratio ρ̂α is used to approximate

the feature expectation ŷ in eq.(2). A Gaussian kernel is

assumed, and its jth element is defined as follows:

φj(x,y) := exp

(
−‖x− uj‖2

2σ2

)
exp

(
−‖y − vj‖2

2σ2

)
,

(5)

where uj ∈ X and vj ∈ Y denote center points, and σ ∈ R+

denotes Gaussian width.

The probability density of y is then represented as follows:

p(y) =

∫
p(y|x)p(x)dx

≈
∫

ρ̂α(x,y)∫
ρ̂α(x,y′)dy′ p(x)dx

≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

ρ̂α(xi,y)∫
ρ̂α(xi,y′)dy′ , (6)

where {xi}ni=1 denotes a demonstration by an expert. The

integral in a normalizing constant Z(xi) :=
∫
ρ̂α(xi,y

′)dy′

can be analytically solved. The feature expectation in an

1The fore-mentioned assumption could be rather strong. Although this is
not discussed with respect to a specific application in this study, the prospect
for a robotic control problem is described in IV-D.

agent feature space is then obtained using eq.(6) as follows:

ŷ =

∫
yp(y)dy

≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

1

Z(xi)

∫
yαTφ(xi,y)dy

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

b∑
j=1

1

Z(xi)
exp

(
−‖xi − uj‖2

2σ2

)

∫
yαj exp

(
−‖y − vj‖2

2σ2

)
dy

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

b∑
j=1

αj exp
(
−‖xi−uj‖2

2σ2

)
∑b

k=1 αk exp
(
−‖xi−uk‖2

2σ2

)vj . (7)

Thus, a closed form solution as shown in eq.(7) is obtained in

a case in which the Gaussian kernel is chosen. The Gaussian

kernel in an expert feature space is weighted by αj and

composes a soft-max like activation function. Each center

point of the basis function in the agent feature space vj is

then activated by xi, which is observed from a demonstration

of an expert. Finally, the center points are averaged over

all demonstrated feature samples. It is possible to efficiently

compute the feature expectation in eq.(7) because it does

not require a sampling method to approximate integrals over

agent feature space.

D. Recovering Policy

An arbitrary IRL method can be implemented for reward

estimation if it relies on ŷ or p̂(y). In this study, Relative

Entropy Inverse Reinforcement Learning (REIRL) [12] is

used. REIRL is model-free and does not require an iterative

forward RL procedure. Any RL is also applicable, and clas-

sical value iteration [1] is used in the following simulations.

The AL proposed in the study is favorable because it involves

a fairly straightforward structure and is easy to implement.

An overview of the entire procedure is shown in Algorithm

1 as follows:

Algorithm 1 Procedure of the proposed AL

1: input: {(xc
i ,y

c
i )}nc

i=1, {xi}ni=1

2: output: π
3: (α,u,v, σ) = LSCDE(xc,yc) # train conditional den-

sity estimator

4: Estimate ŷ by eq.(7) # mean for {xi}ni=1

5: Estimate reward function IRL

6: Learn policy by forward RL

IV. SIMULATION

Simulations are performed in three domains to verify the

validity of proposed AL. A simulation corresponds to 3D to
2D grid world domain in which an expert is in a 3D grid

world and agent is in a 2D grid world. The correspondence

between X and Y is clear in the above scenario, and thus

the result can be quantitatively evaluated. Another simulation
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corresponds to simplified link arms domain in which an

expert is a 2-link jointed arm and an agent is a 3-link

jointed arm, which result in different body structures. In

this scenario, it is not possible to clearly illustrate the

correspondence between X and Y . Thus, empirical results

are provided for the discussion to apply the proposed method

to a heterogeneous real system. Finally, a demonstration is

performed to extend the results in Mountain-car to Pendulum
domain in a continuous state and action space. The proposed

method is also compared with a method that uses linear

regression to obtain inter-feature mapping. The final purpose

involves controlling a robot (possibly high dimensional) in

which it is difficult to manually design the reward function.

However, a principled method to address the corresponding

points is required for a fair evaluation of the method pre-

sented in this study. This continues to be an open problem,

and thus, a straightforward domain is selected in the study.

The problem of the corresponding point is discussed in

section IV-D.

A. 3D to 2D Grid World domain

1) Settings: The expert / agent is in a 3D / 2D grid world

in which its features are represented as x = (xe, ye, ze) ∈
[1, 15]3 / y = (xa, ya) ∈ [1, 15]2. It is assumed that (xa, ya)
corresponds to a normally projected point of (xe, ye, ze)
on a xaya-plane. Thus, the objective of the agent involves

learning the relationship (xa, ya) = (xe, ye) and estimating

an underlying reward function to recover the corresponding

policy.

Each axis was equally divided by 15 for discretization pur-

poses. Available actions included moving [−1, 0, 1] for every

axis, i.e. the expert and agent involved 33 and 32 actions,

respectively. The true reward function for expert yielded 1

in the goal state xg and 0 otherwise. The demonstrations

involved 30 trajectories. Each trajectory was sampled by

using an optimal policy with uniformly distributed random

initial states. The number of paired samples corresponded to

100. The paired samples were obtained from {yi}100i=1, which

were drawn from a uniform distribution over an agent feature

space.

The number of kernels corresponded to 100; and a param-

eter for regularization in LSCDE and σ were selected from

log-spaced values by five-fold cross-validation. Additionally,

ui and vj were randomly selected from the given paired

samples.

Parameters of the REIRL were determined as the discount

rate γ = 0.98, and the margin for feature matching ε = 0.05.

We performed the simulations under the following three

conditions: a) xg = (7, 7, 7); b) xg = (12, 12, 3); and c)

xg = (12, 12, 12). Furthermore, with respect to upper and

lower baselines, the following were executed: 1) REIRL

given optimal trajectories in an agent feature space and

2) REIRL given randomly sampled trajectories. In 2), the

trajectories were sampled by a uniform distribution over

action space. Thus, the result should indicate the lower bound

of performance. Each condition was tested 20 times.

TABLE I: Results of policy loss L[10−2] for each x̂g .

(7,7,7) (12,12,3) (12,12,12)

Proposed (mean) 1.62 1.45 1.83

Proposed (sd) 0.73 0.64 0.86

Optimal (mean) 0 0 0

Optimal (sd) 0 0 0

Random (mean) 5.16 7.38 7.75

Random (sd) 1.92 2.91 2.43

TABLE II: Results of terminal state for each x̂g . x and y
represent horizontal axis and vertical axis, respectively, in

the agent feature space(see Fig. 2).

(7, 7, 7) (12, 12, 3) (12, 12, 12)

x y x y x y

Proposed (mean) 6.9 7.0 11.8 11.8 11.5 11.7

Proposed (sd) 1.3 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.2

Optimal (mean) 7.0 7.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

Optimal (sd) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Random (mean) 7.6 8.2 8.0 7.4 8.0 5.7

Random (sd) 2.8 3.8 4.9 4.3 4.2 4.2

2) Results: The variant of policy loss L [13] (we call

simply policy loss hereinafter) is evaluated, and a state in

which the reward function corresponds to the highest value

ŷg is given. The policy loss represents a similarity between

the recovered policy and optimal policy in the simulation.

The difference from the original policy loss involves using

a value function learned from an estimated reward function.

The state corresponding to the highest reward coincides with

a terminal state.

Table I shows results with respect to policy loss. It should

be noted that each value function is normalized. Table II

shows results with respect to the terminal state. The results

indicate that it is possible to recover an almost perfect

policy given access to demonstrations in the agent space.

The terminal states had a tendency to assume smaller values

than that in the true terminal state in case of (12, 12, 3)
and (12, 12, 12). The goal states were positioned near the

corner of grid world in the above two conditions, and the

demonstrations were sampled from randomly chosen initial

states. Thus, the distribution of features involved a spatial

bias. By considering the above fact, the proposed method

is capable of recovering an appropriate policy even if the

feature spaces of the expert and agent differ from each other.

Fig. 2 depicts the averaged reward function estimated by

the proposed method. It is observed that the estimated reward

function assumes the highest value at the corresponding goal

state in each condition.

The proposed method is also tested while varying the num-

ber of corresponding points. Table III shows the mean and

standard deviation of policy loss in which xg = (12, 12, 12).
The result indicates that the method can reliably estimate

the reward function as the number of corresponding points
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(a) xg = (7, 7, 7) (b) xg = (12, 12, 3)

(c) xg = (12, 12, 12)

Fig. 2: Mean reward function.

TABLE III: Results of policy loss L[10−2] for the varying

number of corresponding points.

# of points 10 25 50 100 150 200

mean 4.49 2.84 1.35 1.59 1.54 1.31

sd 1.53 1.78 0.76 0.69 0.66 0.68

increases. The number of states corresponds to 3375 in the

3D space and 225 in the 2D space. Given that the points

were sampled by a uniform distribution, the proposed method

appears to possess a fairly good generalization ability.

B. Link Arms domain

1) Settings: This is followed by investigating the manner

in which the difference in body structure of the expert and

agent affect the performance of the proposed method. The

expert / agent corresponds to a simplified planar 2 / 3-link

arm. All link lengths correspond to 1; and thus there are

differences in the degree of freedom and complete length

between the expert and the agent. The features correspond to

the end-point position of each link, and the states correspond

to tuples of joint angles.

Each joint angle was equally divided by 16 for discretiza-

tion purposes. Each link was able to independently execute

actions to stay or transit to an adjacent joint angle. However,

in the study, a transition was prohibited to a state in which

jointed links conflict with each other. It should be noted that

it may not represent explicit correspondence between the

expert and agent in the domain. Therefore, paired samples

were generated by an intuitively straightforward correspon-

dence between the expert and agent as shown in Fig. 3. Three

postures are depicted in the figure. Each posture in the left

and right figures is denoted by color. The basic three postures

were rotated around the origin, and 3 × 16 paired samples

Fig. 3: The given paired samples. Blue, red, and black pairs

are rotated around the origin.

TABLE IV: Results of the end-point position for each link.

1st 2nd 3rd

x y x y x y

Proposed (mean) 0.04 0.95 0.05 1.84 0.13 2.72

Proposed (sd) 0.32 0.07 0.43 0.12 0.42 0.16

Optimal (mean) 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00

Optimal (sd) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Random (mean) 0.10 -0.15 0.28 -0.35 0.13 -0.13

Random (sd) 0.76 0.67 1.24 1.12 1.65 1.24

were obtained. The other settings were the same as those in

section IV-A.

2) Results: The following two tasks were assigned to the

expert: a) true reward function of the expert corresponding

to 1 at (π/2, π/2), and b) (π/4, π/2), otherwise 0. A goal

in condition a) coincides with one of the paired samples.

Therefore, the simulations involve investigating the terminal

end-point position of links for a) and terminal posture by

recovered policy for b).

The end-point position in condition a) is shown in Ta-

ble IV. In order to obtain the terminal states, estimated policy

with initial states (−π/2,−π/2,−π/2) was used. An almost

perfect terminal state was recovered by using a direct IRL

procedure with optimal demonstrations. It is confirmed that

the proposed method approximately estimated an accurate

reward function although there were differences in the feature

spaces of the expert and agent in terms of dimensionality

and body length. The number of paired samples was fewer

when compared with that in a grid world domain. Thus,

the decrease in performance of the proposed method over

Optimal case is mainly due to the number and distribution

of paired samples.

Fig. 4 illustrates the averaged terminal posture in condition

b). The agent appears to appropriately interpolate among the

paired samples to achieve a posture analogous to that of the

expert.

C. Mountain-car to Pendulum domain

1) Settings: Another simulation is performed in which

the reward function is transferred from demonstrations in

mountain-car problem to a pendulum swing-up problem. The

state and action space are continuous in both problems. In
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Fig. 4: Mean terminal state obtained by the proposed method.

Black lines represent the terminal state of the expert; red

lines represent an initial state of the agent; and blue lines

represent the averaged terminal state of the agent.

this domain, it is difficult to obtain a correspondence in

the feature space of the expert and agent. However, they

should both possess cyclic movements to achieve given tasks.

Therefore, it is tested as to whether the proposed method can

specify the implicit correspondence. This is assumed as the

case in realistic robotic control problems.

In this study, a heuristic approach was adopted to sample

the corresponding points. First, the start and terminal state

of trajectories were specified (they correspond to the start

and terminal state that satisfy the terminal conditions of

tasks). Second, trajectories that passed the start and terminal

state were sampled based on arbitrary policy. A Gaussian

exploration policy was used for the agent (mountain-car),

and one of the demonstrations was used for the expert

(pendulumn). Finally, the two trajectories were normalized

with respect to the time step, and the corresponding points

were then sampled from interpolated trajectories. For com-

parison purposes, linear regression was implemented using

the corresponding points to obtain maps on the feature space.

Deterministic policy gradient [14] with RBF features was

used to obtain policy from the estimated reward function.

The number of trials corresponded to 5. The other settings

were the same as those in section IV-A.

2) Results: Fig. 5 depicts the averaged learning curves

over 5 trials in which the horizontal axis represents an

episode, and the vertical axis represents time steps in an

episode. The blue area corresponds to the proposed method;

and the red area corresponds to the linear regression case.

Both learning curves are smoothed by a moving average filter

with a window size of 50. It should be noted that the results

were obtained from a stochastic Gaussian policy with a fixed

variance. The findings confirmed that the proposed method

learned a successful deterministic policy across all trials.

Linear regressed mapping improved the policy slowly.

However, the proposed method found a reasonable policy

faster. The results indicate that the proposed method is at

least partially successful in mapping implicit correspondence

between the two cyclic movements. It is considered that one

of the advantages of the proposed method involves utilizing

Fig. 5: Time steps over episodes. Blue line represents

learning curve of the proposed method; red line represents

learning curve using linear regression.

the generalization ability of RL even if the mapping is not

completely thorough with respect to the complete feature

space.

D. Discussion

An intuitive method to quantitatively evaluate the results

in Fig. 4, 5 is not evident because it is not possible to define

the correspondence between the expert and the agent unless

a clear criterion is provided. This may be a strong limitation

of the proposed method. Although it is not possible for

the proposed method to provide an ideal transfer for the

system designer 2 , this possibly reproduces “meaningful”

behavior. Thus, we consider to combine the proposed method

with active learning [15] to refine the rough behavior. This

framework may reduce supervision cost. Another expected

benefit relates to data efficiency as noted in section I. The

proposed method aids in accelerating the learning of RL

agents, and especially in an early phase of learning. It is

expected that this functionality is fundamental for robot

control by RL.

There continues to be scope for improvement in the

method: a) large difference in the dimensionality of feature

space, and b) a procedure to obtain paired samples in

a real robot control problem. The former problem poten-

tially increases the necessary amount of paired samples.

The utilization of dimensionality reduction technique could

alleviate the problem. The latter is more fundamental in

practice. There are many possible scenarios depending on

applications. A method involves designing a baseline task

to generate paired “trajectories” rather than “points” (this is

performed in a relatively heuristic manner in the Mountain-

car to Pendulum domain). The most reliable approach cor-

responds to kinesthetic teaching. Another method involves

extending the proposed framework to multi-agent systems.

A known mediator can be used to estimate the intention of

another subject.

2This is inevitable because the “ideal” depends on our subjective view
in case we consider systems composed of heterogeneous agents including
various robots and humans.
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The problem addressed in this study may corresponds

to correspondence problem. As stated in a previous study,

with respect to the transfer of skill by observation, behavior

must already exist within an individual’s repertoire to be

facilitated [16]. Thus, it is expected that the observation

should be mapped on an individual’s feature space to facili-

tate learning via reward estimation. Alissandrakis approached

the correspondence problem by creating a corresponding

library [17]. This is different from the proposed approach in

which an attempt is made to determine a reward function as

opposed to simply determining correspondence, i.e., relying

on the generalization ability of forward RL. A study by

Englert proposed directly matching robot trajectories with

demonstrations [18]. The present study mainly focuses on

differences in actuation, that is, on learning a robot controller

from a learned probabilistic system model.

To the best of the authors knowledge, previous studies

of apprenticeship learning do not focus on the problem

stated in the present study. However, similar arguments were

presented in extant literature related to transfer learning [19].

For example, a study by Dai presented translated learning
to transfer knowledge between different feature spaces [20].

The method is formulated as risk-minimization, and it

demonstrates favorable results with respect to classification

problem. Translated learning requires a paired sample (co-

occurrence data) as is the case with the proposed method.

However, there are transfer learning techniques that do not

use paired samples [21]. A connection to these methods is

promising in addressing the control problem of real robots.

Additionally, the proposed method can be combined with

a state-of-the-art IRL based on distribution matching [22].

The proposed method relies on standard feature matching.

Nevertheless, the study uses a probability distribution as a

method to model expert behavior. Thus, it could be linked

with the proposed approach that uses a conditional density

estimation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, apprenticeship learning in distinct feature

space is introduced in which an agent and an expert follow

non-identical MDPs. In order to estimate the reward function

in the scenario, a conditional density estimation technique

is utilized to obtain feature expectation in an agent feature

space. The feature expectation is represented in a closed-

form. The proposed method is useful because it is simple and

computationally efficient. Simulation results demonstrate that

the proposed method enables the agent to infer reasonable

policy from the expert although the MDP of the expert differs

from that of the agent.

It is expected that the proposed method can be used for

knowledge transfer among heterogeneous agents including

robots and humans. Therefore, a future study will involve

experiments on a real robot. It is expected that the proposed

approach will contribute to improving the learning speed

of forward RL by providing information that is useful for

exploration purposes.
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